Statement of Purpose

My Bachelor studies have completed with the aim of preparing grounds for my advanced studies
in the field of physics. I have cultivated a strong passion to become a Master in the area of
Physics. Throughout my academic career, the focus of my learning approach was to-depth
understanding of concepts and having the idea about their philosophical association. So this
strive has endowed me with complete command on subject and enable me to score significantly.
I earned above average grades in the recent examination which depicts my hard work and
devotion to my studies.
I have been involved in several projects and studied various practices of the industry. Apart from
it, I have also explored multiple issues regarding problems and managerial solutions. My studied
area contains very enrich exposure regarding expanded degrees. Bachelors’ levels always
provide diverse experiences and vast learning opportunities in generalist orientation. The depth
and significance of the subject allowed me to carry several projects both in formal and informal
capacities. I have refined my application skills by relating the theory to practice in different
issues.
I have chosen …………………………. (Business School) to peruse my Masters (PhD) in the
area of Physics, My strong academic background and diverse experience make me the best
choice for this opportunity. My elegant work in this regard is quite enough to prove my claims. I
am confident that under the guidance of the distinguished teachers I will be able to make a
worthy contribution in the chosen area. My interest in masters has proliferated in the last couple
of years studying at the recent Institute. The resourcefulness of the generalist orientation has
boasted it up a lot. After going through several disciplines, I found physics best area to grow. I
am confident that intrinsic match will produce a worthy product.
The extension of studies to Masters Level is just because of my dedication towards learning
more although that project will lead to non-claim able sacrifice of time, relaxation and current
rewards. This is a sad, sacrifice at the prime period of life and these capabilities can be invested
in several other passions of life. But I am sure that this activity will gratify my ambition to
glorify my knowledge so that I should be able to make a positive contribution to society. That
itself will be a priceless reward. Without any argument societal contribution is an essential part
of individual development. Higher knowledge in the field of physics can serve the cause best.
For that matter, I intend that this effort will enhance my intellectual abilities and will ultimately
result in personality development. To sum up all, I sturdily believe that I possess prerequisite
skills, abilities, and motivational level. My entrance will surely be a valuable addition to your
already going on knowledge delivery process.
I am looking forward to joining………………………………………….. as a Masters student at
your admired department.

